A transformation of programs is given that turns left terminating behaviour into terminating behaviour.
Subsequently this is used to obtain terminating programs computing total recursive functions.
Summary and introduction
This note presents a simple transformation * of (definite) logic programs P to logic programs P* with the following properties: (1) bodies of P*-rules consist of at most one atom (and so there is no selection rule problem for P*), and (2) if P is terminating under the Prolog left-most selection rule on each goal in a class AG of atomic goals, then P* terminates on each goal in AG with the same result (as regards success, failure and computed answer) as P. Applying * to suitable left-terminating programs for total recursive functions (slightly extending results of Blair [3] ), we obtain a more direct proof for a theorem of Bezem [2] .
For unexplained notions, refer to [S] and [l] . Note that we do not write -+ backwards. 
Coding sequences and numbers

The transformation
The transformation * translates an arbitrary logic program P in a language L into a program P* whose language is Lu{ [], [.I.] , GOAL) (where GOAL is a new one-place relation symbol), as follows.
Suppose that P is a program in L. Assume that RI,. . , R, is a complete list of all relation symbols of L. where w is a new variable. Note that, in the translated rule, atoms and clauses of the old rule have been coded into terms in an obvious fashion; a relation symbol is identified by its index.
Translation rules
Dejnition of the transformation
The transformed program P* consists of all translations of the P-rules, together with the following m+ 1 rules (where m is the total number of relation symbols of P): In other words, P* produces a finite SLD-tree for every goal N in AG; the tree fails iff P fails finitely on N under the left-most rule and it succeeds iff P succeeds on N left-most, yielding the same answer substitutions as does P.
Proof. Each derivation from P* starting with an initial goal in the language L corresponds in a unique fashion to a left-most rule SLD-derivation from P. The point of the translation is forcing left-most rule application, so to speak. here, T= T, is the immediate consequence operator associated with P and Tf is its least fixed point.
If P computes f in F, the terms tl, . . . , tk are called the arguments of the atom F(t l,..., tkr s) and s its value. AGG is the class of atomic goals of which the arguments are ground. We are going to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Every total recursive function can be computed by a program which is kji terminating on the class AGG.
This result only slightly strengthens (the formulation of) a result of [3] , that total recursive functions may be determinately computed, cf. Section 5.2. We use a somewhat simpler implementation of minimalisation.
4.1.
Suppose that f is a total recursive function. Fix a recursive dejnition of f; that is: a list fO,. . . , fq =f such that for each k,<q one of the following six possibilities applies:
(1) &=h.n+ 1;
(2) fk=J.~,...,ni_r.~~j where j<i; (primitive recursion).
(Cf. [6] ). We could dispense with (5) at the cost of adding a few basic functions, but that would not change much.
4.2.
Every recursive definition of a function f=f, in the sense of 4.1 can be transformed into a program which is left terminating on AGG, by associating rules with 4.1(l)-(6) as follows. (The rules are completely standard, except for the ones corresponding to (6) ). The program is written in a language with relation symbols Fi in which the program computes fi (idq); in the case of (6), we need an additional relation symbol ZEROk. The desiderata for Rll5 are obvious. However, let me explain R6, which is slightly simpler than the solutions I came across in the literature (e.g., [4, 3] ). (N.B.: remarkably, the p-implementation which appears to be most straightforward -cf.
[l] -has bad terminating behaviour.) Let g be a (say, binary) number-theoretic function.
Define the three-place relation zero by zero(n,i,j):= Vj'<j [g(n, i+j')#O] Ag(n, i+j)=O.
i.e., zero (n, i, j ) holds iff i + j is the first zero > i of the function Am. g (n, m); hence, zero is the graph of the minimalisation 1.n, i. 
Of course, this is not a primitive recursion since the second argument has not been kept fixed. Now, R6.1-2 constitute the obvious translation of this recursion, assuming that g is computed in the symbol Fj. R6.3 needs no explanation. Termination is checked using induction on indices of the relation symbols Fk involved. Only the rules R4, R5 and R6 have to be considered.
Application
of R4 to an atom in AGG leaves a resolvent in which all atoms but the last one are in AGG as well. If the program does not left-most fail finitely on these, then by induction hypothesis it succeeds. Since the rules are correct for the intended interpretation, the computed answer must provide ground answers for the arguments of the last atom. After that, the induction hypothesis applies.
Termination
of the RS-rules is easily seen using a secondary induction on the argument with respect to which the primitive recursion is carried out. When put to work on F,(n, ~)EAGG, the R6-rules will produce resolvents consisting of Fj-atoms in AGG and ZERO,-atoms with all but the last argument ground. By induction hypothesis, the program is left-most rule terminating on atoms of the first type. Therefore, only R6. (and this number k must exist for the p-operator to be applicable!), the program must fail left-most rule on the (k+ 1)st atom Fj(n, k,uk+ 1); whence the computation cannot have been infinite.
Terminating programs for total recursive functions
We have programs left terminating on AGG and computing all total recursive functions.
Clearly, these programs are left terminating on all ground atomic goals. For ground instances of AGG-atoms this is obvious. As to ZERO-atoms, just note that, for a specific ground case, rule R6. Proof. If P is a program constructed in 4.2, P* is terminating on ground atomic goals of the P-language;
and it is easily checked that it will terminate on ground atomic goals of the extended language (with [I, [. 1.1 and GOAL) as well. 0
Remark. Our result is weaker than Bezem's in the sense that we need the addition of a binary function symbol [.I.] for coding-purposes, whereas Bezem does not extend the Herbrand universe.
Computation of partial recursive functions
The implementation of the p-operator works as well for partial recursive functions (which are obtained on leaving out the existence condition in 4.1(6)).
Remarks
5.1.
By the above, the "natural" program rules computing a primitive recursion are left terminating on the class AGG. Of course, this is true also for recursions much more general than just primitive recursion (if the bodies of the rules have been written in the "right" order for every ground instance C+A of a P-rule, there exists BEC such that B$ TT and pB<pA.
Note that weak recurrency of the rules Rl-6 for total recursive functions is witnessed by the rank associating with a ground atom the size of its leftmost SLDtree. This rank depends on arguments of the atom only; it does not differ essentially from the number of steps needed to calculate the value of the corresponding function (on the arguments given) according to the definition of the function in the sense of 4.1. Alternatively, determinateness of the Rl-6 rules for total recursive functions is straightforward also from the observation that each program which is terminating on atomic ground goals under some selection rule has complementary success and finite failure sets.
